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Abstract

Depressive disorders constitute a severe pub-
lic health issue worldwide. However, public
health systems have limited capacity for case
detection and diagnosis. In this regard, the
widespread use of social media has opened up
a way to access public information on a large
scale. Computational methods can serve as sup-
port tools for rapid screening by exploiting this
user-generated social media content. This pa-
per presents an efficient semantic pipeline to
study depression severity in individuals based
on their social media writings. We select test
user sentences for producing semantic rankings
over an index of representative training sen-
tences corresponding to depressive symptoms
and severity levels. Then, we use the sentences
from those results as evidence for predicting
symptoms severity. For that, we explore differ-
ent aggregation methods to answer one of four
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II) options
per symptom. We evaluate our methods on two
Reddit-based benchmarks, achieving improve-
ment over state of the art in terms of measuring
depression level1.

1 Introduction

Around two-thirds of all cases of depression re-
main undiagnosed according to conservative es-
timates (Epstein et al., 2010). To help with this
problem, governments and agencies have launched
programs to raise awareness of mental health in
their citizens (Arango et al., 2018). In this context,
detecting and receiving appropriate treatment in
the early stages of these diseases is essential to re-
duce their impact and case escalation (Picardi et al.,
2016). However, the insufficient resources of the
public health systems severely limit their capacity
for case detection and diagnosis.

As an alternative to public health systems, so-
cial platforms are a promising channel to assess

∗Work done during an internship at UKP Lab.
1gitlab.irlab.org/anxo.pvila/semantic-4-depression.

risks in an unobtrusive manner (De Choudhury
et al., 2013), where people tend to consider these
platforms as comfortable media to express their
feelings and concerns (Chancellor and De Choud-
hury, 2020). Exploiting this type of user-generated
content, NLP techniques have shown promising
results in terms of identifying depressive patterns
and linguistic markers (Ríssola et al., 2021). Due
to the growing popularity of the mental health de-
tection models, the community also produced di-
verse datasets (Yates et al., 2017; Cohan et al.,
2018), with the Early Risk Prediction on the In-
ternet (eRisk) (Crestani et al., 2022), and the Com-
putational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology
(CLPsych) (Zirikly et al., 2022) being the two most
popular benchmarks in the field. They produce task
definitions, datasets and evaluation methodologies
to encourage research in this domain.

Depression identification from social media
posts faces challenges considering their integration
into clinical settings (Walsh et al., 2020). Previous
studies formulated this task as a binary classifica-
tion problem (i.e., depressed vs control users) (Rís-
sola et al., 2021). Despite achieving promising
results under this setting, ignoring different levels
of depression limits the capacity to prioritize users
with higher risks (Naseem et al., 2022). More-
over, most existing approaches focused on the use
of engineered features, which may be more diffi-
cult to interpret than other clinical markers2, such
as the integration of recognized depressive symp-
toms (Mowery et al., 2017). Similarly, the black-
box nature of deep learning models also limits the
ability to understand their decisions, especially by
domain experts like clinicians.

In this paper, we perform a fine-grained analy-
sis of depression severity using semantic features
to detect the presence of symptom markers. Our
methods adhere to accepted clinical protocols by
automatically completing the BDI-II (Dozois et al.,

2An observable sign indicative of a depressive tendency.
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1998), a questionnaire used to measure depression.
The BDI-II includes 21 recognized symptoms, such
as sadness, fatigue or sleep issues. Each symptom
has four alternative responses scaled in severity
from 0 to 3. Using a sentence-based pipeline, we
build 21 different symptom-classifiers for estimat-
ing the user responses to the symptoms. For this
purpose, we employ eRisk collections related to de-
pression levels (Losada et al., 2019, 2020; Parapar
et al., 2021). In our pipeline, we explore selec-
tion algorithms to filter relevant sentences to each
BDI-II symptom from training users. Once filtered,
we index these training sentences with the user re-
sponses as labels (0 - 3) as examples of how people
with different severities speak about the symptom.
Then, to predict test users responses, we select their
relevant sentences, which serve as queries to pro-
duce a semantic ranking over the indexed training
sentences. Finally, we construct two aggregation
methods based on the ranking results to estimate
the symptoms severity.

The main contributions of this work are: 1) We
present a semantic retrieval pipeline to perform a
fine-grained classification of the severity of depres-
sive symptoms. Following the symptoms covered
by the BDI-II, our methods also consider different
depression severity levels, distinguishing between
lower and higher risks. 2) We propose a data se-
lection process using a range of unsupervised and
semi-supervised selection strategies to filter rele-
vant sentences for the symptoms. 3) Experiments
using different variants of our pipeline achieved
remarkable results in two eRisk collections, out-
performing state of the art considering depression
severity in both datasets.

2 Related Work

Extensive research investigated the use of engi-
neered features to identify linguistic markers and
patterns related to mental disorders from differ-
ent social platforms (Gaur et al., 2021; Copper-
smith et al., 2014; Yates et al., 2017). For instance,
the LIWC writing analysis tool (Pennebaker et al.,
2003), equipped with psychological categories, re-
vealed remarkable differences in writing style be-
tween depression and control groups (De Choud-
hury et al., 2013). Other studies used depression
and emotional lexicons to determine depression
markers (Cacheda et al., 2019), whereas Trotzek
et al. (2018) examined additional distinctive fea-
tures, leveraging profile metadata (e.g. posting

hours or posts length) and social activity to exam-
ine the mental state of individuals.

The recent advances in contextualized embed-
dings significantly impacted many NLP-related
tasks, including depression detection in social me-
dia. These deep learning models have consis-
tently outperformed engineered features on diverse
datasets (Jiang et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2022).
However, they lack the interpretability clinicians
require to rely on the results from automated screen-
ing methods (Amini and Kosseim, 2020). To
enhance interpretability, the works proposed to
the eRisk depression estimation shared task based
their efforts on predicting BDI-II symptoms re-
sponses (Uban and Rosso, 2020; Spartalis et al.,
2021; Basile et al., 2021). In this study, we work
with the eRisk collections and follow the same
evaluation methodology. In contrast to these ap-
proaches, our methods highlight the user posts that
lead to every symptom decision, which may be
helpful for further inspection of model predictions.

Besides the works presented to eRisk, two recent
studies explored the use of depressive symptoms to
screen social media posts. Zhang et al. (2022a) ag-
gregated symptoms from different questionnaires
into a BERT-base model to calculate symptom risk
at post level. Nguyen et al. (2022) experimented
with various methods using symptom markers to
detect depression, demonstrating their potential to
improve the generalization and interpretability of
their methods. In this case, authors considered the
symptoms from the PH9Q questionnaire (Kroenke
et al., 2001) to define manual pattern-based strate-
gies and train symptom-classifiers at post level.
Both approaches formulated their methods with
a binary classification setting, while our approach
considers different severity levels. We also differ in
that we pre-compute dense representations of train-
ing posts, rather than relying on pre-trained lan-
guage models, which may be slow for many practi-
cal cases (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). Our ap-
proach only needs a few post encodings and cosine
similarity calculations, improving the efficiency of
our solutions.

3 Method

Problem definition: We aim to estimate the de-
pression severity level for users based on the Writ-
ing History (WH) of their social media posts. We
define depression severity levels following the clin-
ical classification schema of the BDI-II score (Lasa
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Figure 1: Retrieval pipeline to predict symptom options for a test user. Renergy
1 is the list with the top ranked silver

sentences for the query qenergy1 . Each silver sentence from the rank has a silver label associated (0-3). denergy

represents the option decision for that symptom based on the ranking retrieved for all the test queries, Qenergy.

Depression level BDI-II Score

Minimal depression (0-9)
Mild depression (10-18)
Moderate depression (19-29)
Severe depression (30-63)

Table 1: Depressive levels related to the BDI-II score.

et al., 2000). The score is the sum of the option
responses to the 21 symptoms covered by this ques-
tionnaire, and it is associated with four depression
levels. Table 1 shows these levels.

Instead of relying on a unique classifier to cal-
culate that score, we build 21 different symptom-
classifiers (i.e., one for each BDI-II symptom). We
categorize the symptoms into one of its four possi-
ble response options. Therefore, we formulate each
classifier as a multi-class classification problem.
Table 2 provides an example of the option descrip-
tions for the symptom Loss of energy. To estimate
the depression level for a user, we aggregate the
predicted responses of all the symptom-classifiers.

Our approach relies on two main components:
1) a semantic retrieval pipeline (§3.1) and 2) sil-
ver sentences selection (§3.2). The symptom-
classifiers follow a semantic retrieval pipeline to
predict every symptom decision. This pipeline
searches for semantic similarities over an index
of silver sentences for a specific symptom s, de-
noted as Ags. These silver sentences are consid-
ered relevant to s, and each one has a label corre-
sponding to the symptom options3, defined as o.
Formally, Ags is the set containing the pairs of the
silver sentences agi and their corresponding label
oi for the symptom s, where Ags = {(agi, oi)},

3Throughout the rest of the paper, we will refer to these severity
options as the labels of the symptoms.

Option Description

0 I have as much energy as ever
1 I have less energy than I used to have
2 I do not have enough energy to do very much
3 I do not have enough energy to do anything

Table 2: BDI-II options for the symptom Loss of energy.

and oi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no

datasets in the literature where sentences are rele-
vant to the symptom and labelled by their severity.
For this reason, we propose a selection process to
create the silver sentences, Ags, where we use as
training data the eRisk collections (§3.2). In our
experiments, we explore the performance of the
semantic pipeline with our generated silver sen-
tences. However, we could apply this pipeline to
any similar datasets. In the following subsections,
we explain both components in detail.

3.1 Semantic Retrieval Pipeline
Using the writing history from a test user as input,
our semantic retrieval pipeline classifies its label
severity for a specific symptom s. From the publi-
cations of the test user, we first select the sentences
that are relevant to s, which will serve as queries.
We denote these relevant sentences as the symptom
test queries Qs, where Qs = {qs1, ..., qsk}, since we
select a top k of them. In the next subsection, we
explain our sentence selection algorithms (§3.2).
The top k of queries are the input to our semantic
pipeline. Figure 1 illustrates this process, exempli-
fied for one test query, qenergy1 , corresponding to
the symptom Loss of energy:
1) The first step consists in calculating a seman-

tic ranking for each test query for the symptom s,
defined as qsi . To calculate that ranking, we en-
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Figure 2: From the responses of the eRisk training users to the symptom options (0-3), the silver selection process
creates one different set of silver sentences relevant to each symptom s and option o, denoted as Agso.

code qsi and all the silver sentences in Ags for the
symptom as embeddings. Then, we use k-Nearest
Neighbours (kNN) to compute the semantic simi-
larity of each silver sentence w.r.t the test query qsi .
The semantic similarity sm for a silver sentence
agj , belonging to Ags, and a test query qsi , is the
cosine similarity between their embeddings (ϕ):

sm(agj , q
s
i ) = cos

(
ϕ(agj), ϕ(q

s
i )) (1)

Computing sm, we produce a ranking of silver
sentences, Rs

i , for each test query qsi . The silver
sentences in the ranking have an associated silver
label. For example, the position j of the ranking
contains the pair: Rs

i [j] = {(agj , oj)}, with oj ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3}. To select the cut-off of the rankings
Rs

i , we experimented with a varying number of
similarity thresholds. To calculate the embeddings,
we use a pre-trained model based on RoBERTa4

using sentence-transformers (SBERT).
2) In the second step, we apply aggregation meth-

ods to accumulate the score of the labels based on
the ranking results. After processing all the test
queries, the final decision predicted for the symp-
tom s, ds, is the label with the highest accumulated
score. We explore two aggregation methods:

Accumulative Voting: For each ranking Rs
i , we

count the option labels from the n pairs that are
in the rank: {(agj , oj)}. The label of each silver
sentence, oj , represents a vote for that option. Then,
return the sum of all the votes over the rankings.
The final decision for the symptom s is the label
with most votes, ds = argmax

o
fav(o), where:

fav(o) =
∑

i∈Rs
i

n∑

j=1

{
1 {(agj , oj)|oj = o}
0 otherwise (2)

Accumulative Recall: For each ranking Rs
i ,

compute the recall for each label o. That is, the
4huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-roberta-large-v1

fraction of silver sentences in the ranking out of
all the available silver sentences from that label,
denoted as Agso, where Agso = {(agi, oi)|oi = o}.
Then, we accumulate the recall over the rankings
Rs

i . The final decision is ds = argmax
o

far(o) with:

far(o) =
∑

i∈Rs
i

∑n
j=1

{
1 {(agj , oj)|oj = o}
0 otherwise

|Agso|
(3)

3.2 Silver Sentences Selection

We design a process to select relevant sentences for
each symptom s, and the severity labels o (previ-
ously denoted as Agso), defined as silver sentences.
For this purpose, we use the eRisk collections as
training data. These collections contain users from
the Reddit platform, and have two main elements:
i) the user responses to the BDI-II symptoms and
ii) their posts from Reddit. We use the option re-
sponses from the users as the severity labels for
each symptom (0− 3). Therefore, the training la-
bels are initially available at user level. Details of
eRisk datasets are provided in Section 4.1.

Figure 2 illustrates the sentence selection pro-
cess for one training user and three symptoms. 1)
In the first step, we propagate the user responses
as labels for all the sentences from its writing his-
tory, resulting in weakly labelled sentences. For
example, in the second component of Figure 2, the
user replied with the option 3 for the symptom Loss
of energy (first column). Thus, all the sentences
from the user have that weak label assigned. How-
ever, since users tend to talk about different top-
ics, most of their sentences are not relevant to any
symptom. For this reason, the weak labels contain
many false positives that introduce noise. 2) To re-
duce this noise, we propose two distant supervision
strategies for sentence selection. These strategies
aim to filter out the training sentences that may be
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non-informative w.r.t the assigned weak label. We
implement two different strategies:

Option descriptions as queries: This strategy
works in an unsupervised manner, since we con-
sider the option descriptions from the symptoms
as queries to select the silver sentences. Table 2
shows an example of the descriptions for the symp-
tom Loss of energy. We use each option descrip-
tion as one different query. Based on the sentences
retrieved from these queries, we select a top of sen-
tences from the eRisk training users who answered
the same option used as the query. Following this
approach, we perform lexical and semantic retrieval
variants. For lexical search, we use BM25 (Robert-
son et al., 1995) to retrieve relevant sentences for
each training user. In the semantic variant, we cal-
culate the similarity based on a semantic threshold,
as described in the semantic ranking (§3.1), using
the same RoBERTa model for the semantic search.

Few manually labelled sentences as queries:
A drawback in using the option descriptions of
the BDI-II symptoms as queries is that they only
have subtle differences among one another. Conse-
quently, previous queries struggle to capture their
actual distinctions. To alleviate this problem, we
hypothesize that using actual sentences from eRisk
training users who answered each option may act as
better queries to differentiate between such options.
In this second strategy, a small set of manually la-
belled sentences, referred to as golden sentences,
serve as queries to generate an augmented silver set.
The use of a larger, higher-quality set of queries al-
lows us to cover more diverse expressions of symp-
tom signals.

We used the eRisk2019 training users to obtain
the golden sentences. Following the approach by
Karisani and Agichtein (2018), three experts in
the field conducted the annotation process. The
number of golden sentences was low, averaging
35 per symptom. The data augmentation process
consisted of, for every golden sentence belong-
ing to a specific option, following the semantic
ranking (§3.1) over the rest of the weakly-labelled
sentences from that same option. The final set of
relevant sentences combines the golden and the sil-
ver sentences that surpass the similarity threshold.
Table 3 shows an example of a golden sentence
along with the top 3 augmented silver sentences.
The golden sentence corresponds to the option 3
for the symptom Pessimism in the future, and the
augmented silver sentences correspond to other

Golden Sen-
tence

Silver Sentences Augmented

(Option 3)
I’m a stupid
student with
no intelli-
gence/future.

I know I’ll never be like that; I’ll be a stupid
failure my entire life.

Used to be a stellar student, but I’m scared of
opinions now that I received a C in a class.

It’s actually starting to irritate me, and
I’m starting to feel stupid.

Table 3: Examples of augmented silver sentences with
highest semantic similarity to the golden sentence.

training users who reported the same option5.

4 Experimental Settings

We evaluate the performance of our methods in the
eRisk2020 and 2021 collections. In eRisk2020, we
use 2019 as training data. In eRisk2021, we use the
2019 and 2020 collections as training. The compet-
ing methods used the same collection splits, while
some of them also considered external datasets
(§4.2). In our experiments, we study the two com-
ponents of our approach: i) the performance of the
semantic retrieval pipeline (§3.1) and ii) the effec-
tiveness of the sentence selection strategies (§3.2).
For this reason, our methods consist of combina-
tions of these components. We consider three hy-
perparameters: 1) The value k of the number of test
queries, Qs = {qs1, ..., qsk}. 2) The semantic thresh-
old to select the cut-off of the rankings, Rs

i . 3) The
number of silver sentences to generate the silver
dataset, Ags. The specific hyperparameters and the
tuning process are described in Appendix B.

4.1 Datasets
The collections selected for experiments corre-
spond to the data delivered for the eRisk depression
severity estimation task in 2019, 2020 and 2021
editions (Losada et al., 2019, 2020; Parapar et al.,
2021). We rely on these collections as they are
adopted as the benchmark for this task and con-
tain real answers from Reddit users to the BDI-II.
Table 5 summarizes the main statistics of these
datasets.

4.2 Evaluation
Evaluation Metrics. We use the official metrics
proposed in the eRisk benchmark (Losada et al.,
2019) to keep a fair comparison against the com-
peting methods. These metrics assess the quality

5Information about the dataset construction and the annotation
process can be found in Appendix A.
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Questionnaire Metrics Symptom Metrics

Collection Model External
Dataset DCHR (↑) ADODL (↑) RMSE (↓) AHR (↑) ACR (↑)

eRisk 2020

BioInfo (Trifan et al., 2020) (a) ✓ 30.00 76.01 18.78 38.30 69.21
ILab (Castaño et al., 2020) (b) ✓ 27.14 81.70 14.89 37.07 69.41
Relai (Maupomé et al., 2020) (c) ✓ 34.29 83.15 14.37 36.39 68.32
UPV (Uban and Rosso, 2020) (d) ✗ 35.71 80.63 15.40 34.56 67.44
Sense2vec (Pérez et al., 2022) (e) ✗ 37.14 82.61 12.40 38.97 70.10

Aggregation Silver Sentences Selection

Accum Voting BM25 ✗ 38.57a,b,c,d,e 85.19 12.37 35.24 68.37
Accum Recall BM25 ✗ 40.00a,b,c,d,e 84.65 12.13 35.71 67.60
Accum Voting SBERT ✗ 42.86a,c,d 83.08 14.25 34.83 65.90
Accum Recall SBERT ✗ 42.86a,b,c,e 84.51 12.37 33.33 66.05
Accum Voting Aug Dataset ✗ 47.14a,b,c,d,e 85.33 11.87 35.24 67.41
Accum Recall Aug Dataset ✗ 50.00a,b,c,d 85.24 12.09 35.44 67.23

eRisk 2021

DUTH (Spartalis et al., 2021) (a) ✗ 15.00 73.97 19.60 35.36 67.18
Symanto (Basile et al., 2021) (b) ✓ 32.50 82.42 14.46 34.17 73.17
CYUT (Wu and Qiu, 2021) (c) ✗ 41.25 83.59 12.78 32.62 69.46

Aggregation Silver Sentences Selection

Accum Voting BM25 ✗ 45.00a,b,c 82.16 14.11 30.97 64.54
Accum Recall BM25 ✗ 42.50a,b,c 80.62 15.13 28.03 62.92
Accum Voting SBERT ✗ 45.00a,b,c 81.92 14.15 29.67 64.27
Accum Recall SBERT ✗ 41.25a,b,c 81.86 14.2 27.47 62.89
Accum Voting Aug Dataset ✗ 46.25a,b,c 81.72 14.83 27.95 62.40
Accum Recall Aug Dataset ✗ 51.25a,b,c 81.65 14.96 27.66 61.72

Table 4: Results on eRisk collections. The numbers of the official metrics are in percentage. Best values are bolded.
Methods using external datasets for training the model are marked. Statistical significant differences in the severity
level category assignment according to the Stuart-Maxwell marginal homogeneity test w.r.t to the baselines are
super-scripted (p-values < 0.05). For the remaining metrics, we found no statistically significant differences.

eRisk Dataset Level 2019 2020 2021

Users

Minimal 4 10 6
Mild 4 23 13

Moderate 4 18 27
Severe 8 19 34

Total Users 20 70 80

Avg Posts/User 519 480 404
Avg Sentences/User 1688 1339 1123

Table 5: Statistics of the eRisk collections.

of a questionnaire estimated by a system compared
to the real one reported by the user. They include
two evaluations: 1) At questionnaire level, the De-
pression Category Hit Rate (DCHR) computes the
percentage of depressive levels correctly estimated,
and the Difference Between Overall Depression
Levels (ADODL) computes the overall estimations
of the BDI-II score. 2) On the other hand, The
Average Hit Rate (AHR) and Average Closeness
Rate (ACR) assess the results at symptom level.
Apart from the eRisk evaluation, we include one
additional error metric: the Root-Mean-Square Er-
ror (RMSE) (Chai and Draxler, 2014) to compare
the models predictions of the BDI-II score. Thus,
the lower the value reported by RMSE, the lower
the difference between predictions and real scores
are.

Competing Methods. We consider the best
prior works for each metric for the eRisk2020/2021
collections. We refer the reader to the corre-
sponding shared task surveys for a detailed analy-
sis (Losada et al., 2020; Parapar et al., 2021). In
eRisk2020, BioInfo (Trifan et al., 2020) and Re-
lai (Maupomé et al., 2020) methods obtained their
own datasets to perform standard ML classifiers us-
ing engineered features as linguistic markers. Other
deep learning approaches, such as ILab (Castaño
et al., 2020) and UPV (Uban and Rosso, 2020), fo-
cused their efforts on the use of large language mod-
els (LLMs) explicitly trained for depression sever-
ity estimation. Finally, a recent work by Pérez et al.
(2022) (Sense2vec) designed different word embed-
ding models for each of the symptoms and achieved
state-of-the-art results in this dataset. In eRisk2021,
Symanto (Basile et al., 2021) team trained a neural
model with additional data annotated by psycholo-
gists and combined it with a set of engineered fea-
tures, whereas Wu and Qiu (2021) (CYUT) experi-
mented with different RoBERTa classifiers. Similar
to our work, Spartalis et al. (2021) (DUTH) used
semantic features with sentence transformers to
extract one dense representation per user, which
is then fed as input, experimenting with various
classifiers. Although insightful, eRisk approaches
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Training Level Golden sentences Silver sentences F1

eRisk 2019

Minimal 98 310 0.42
Mild 49 171 0.37

Moderate 237 2298 0.46
Severe 354 2414 0.74

eRisk2019
eRisk 2020

Minimal 98 442 0.24
Mild 49 614 0.42

Moderate 237 1633 0.51
Severe 354 1207 0.63

(a) Number of golden and the augmented silver sentences for
each severity level and their F1 using Accum Recall-Aug Dataset.

F1

Test Level Ours Best prior model

eRisk2020 Low risk 0.72 Sense2vec 0.64
High risk 0.74 0.62

eRisk2021 Low risk 0.52 CYUT 0.00
High risk 0.82 0.85

(b) F1 results in a binary classification scenario using the
Accum Recall-Aug Dataset variant and the best prior model.

Table 6: (a) Data augmentation effects and (b) F1 results considering a binary classification setting.

cannot evidence the sentences that lead to symptom
decisions.

5 Results and Discussion

Table 4 compares the results of all the variants
of our approach against the competing methods.
These variants are the combination of our two ag-
gregation methods (Accum Voting and Accum Re-
call) and the sentences selection strategies (BM25,
SBERT and the augmented dataset, Aug Dataset).
The comparison is based on the use of question-
naire and symptom level metrics (§4.2).

Questionnaire level: Our approach achieves
the best DCHR, which considers the percentage of
times that the system estimates the severity level
of the users correctly. Most of our variants outper-
form all prior work in this metric, with the Accum
Recall-Aug Dataset correctly estimating at least
50% of the depression levels for both collections.
In more detail, it improves 13 and 10 points over
the best previous results for eRisk2020 and 2021,
respectively. A similar phenomenon occurs in the
rest of the questionnaire metrics. In the error met-
ric, RMSE, our results also show less estimation
error in the BDI-II score.

Symptom level: Although in eRisk2020, our
AHR figures are close to the best baselines, that is
not the case in 2021. AHR computes the ratio of
option responses estimated correctly. The explana-
tion is that we tuned the model hyperparameters
for the DCHR metric since clinicians believe that
assessing overall depression levels is more valuable
than focusing on specific symptoms (Richter et al.,
1998). Tuning for AHR may produce worse over-
all results because the model could be failing to a
greater amount in the non-correct answers, result-
ing in higher overall error. To illustrate that effect,
we produced an oracle to obtain the best hyperpa-
rameters for each symptom-classifier, maximizing
AHR using the Accum Voting-SBERT variant. With

this oracle, we achieved an AHR of 41.77 and 37.32
for eRisk2020 and 2021, which improves all base-
lines. However, the oracle obtained worse results
in DCHR (24.29 and 36.25). This is because tuning
each individual symptom-classifier would require
much more training data. We may improve the
results for some symptoms with enough data but
produce predictions with higher errors (e.g., 0 vs
3) for symptoms with few training samples.

Finally, with respect to the sentence selection
strategies, we can observe that using the options de-
scriptions as queries (BM25 and SBERT) performs
worse than the augmented dataset (Aug Dataset).
This emphasizes the importance of a precise candi-
date selection. Moreover, despite the distribution
of depression levels varies in both collections (see
Table 5), our methods show robustness as we keep
achieving good performance in DCHR.

5.1 Effect of Data Augmentation Strategy

To better understand the performance of the data
augmentation, we report the number of augmented
silver sentences along with the F1 metric for each
depression level. Table 6a shows the F1 results of
our best variant using the augmented dataset, Ac-
cum Recall-Aug Dataset, in eRisk2020 and 2021.
Looking at the statistics, we see more presence in
golden sentences of high-risk levels (moderate and
severe). In addition, the number of silver sentences
augmented for each of them is also higher. For ex-
ample, using eRisk2019 as the training set, an aver-
age of three silver sentences were augmented from
each golden one in the minimal level (31098 ≈ 3). In
contrast, the average of silver sentences augmented
from the severe category is 7 (2414354 ≈ 7). This sug-
gests that users with higher depressive levels tend
to manifest more explicit thoughts related to the
symptoms. As a result, our augmentation method
finds pieces of evidence in these levels easier.

If we observe the F1 results in Table 6a, we
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Symptom Golden
label

Predicted
label

Test queries with more retrieved silver sentences from the predicted label

Sleep
problems

1 2 (✗) My sleep cycle consists of staying awake for 48 hours until I can’t keep my eyes open.
Same as you, I usually can’t go back to sleep once I’m awake.
I went through a phase where I slept for up to 16 hours (usually partially waking up).

Loss of
pleasure

3 3 (✓) Look, no matter how hard you try, things don’t get any better from here.
I don’t even enjoy simple things like food that I used to enjoy; there are just foods that I dislike less.
Why am I not supposed to enjoy life?

Table 7: Example of the top query sentences from a test user for two symptoms along with the golden option
response of that user and the predicted option of our method.

Test query Silver sentences retrieved
My sleep cycle consists
of staying awake for 48
hours until I can’t keep
my eyes open.

(Option 2) Always had trouble sleeping , no big
deal but it’s gotten worse in the last two months.

(Option 2) I have to get up early to get to
university, and I’ve recently been getting
no more than 3-4 hours of sleep.

Look, no matter
how hard you try,
things dont get any better
from here.

(Option 3) Hoping for a "better thing"
never makes me feel better unless it comes
from this sub because I know people get it.

(Option 3) Things stop being enjoyable , and
everything becomes a chore.

Table 8: Examples of retrieved silver sentences with
their assigned label from two test queries from a user.

also see considerable variability among depressive
levels. In both collections, we achieve better results
for higher risk categories. This seems to be related
to the number of golden sentences. Therefore, if
we obtain more samples belonging to the lower
risk levels, there may be an improvement in these
categories. Finally, we examine our results with a
binary classification setting. For this purpose, we
categorize the four depression levels into only two:
1) low risk (minimal + mild levels) and 2) high
risk (moderate + severe levels). Table 6b shows the
results for the Accum Recall-Aug Dataset variant
along with the best prior work under this setting.
Our results suggest the effectiveness of our method,
which distinguishes with fair accuracy between
higher and lower risks.

5.2 Interpretability - Case Study
The lack of reliable clinical markers is one of the
barriers to the practical use of mental health pre-
diction models (Walsh et al., 2020; Amini and Kos-
seim, 2020). By considering a more refined grain in
the symptom presence, we provide valuable infor-
mation that may be strong clinical markers. Table
7 showcases how our approach offers interpretabil-
ity of the symptom decisions, showing three query
sentences from an anonymized test user. The symp-
toms in the Table are Sleep problems and Loss of
pleasure, and the user declared the option 1 and 3
for them, respectively. We can see that these test

queries are robust indicators of symptom concerns.
Following this approach, clinicians may inspect
sentences as a first step towards further diagnosis
or monitoring methods during treatment.

In addition, Table 8 displays some of the sil-
ver sentences retrieved for the same test queries
selected from the anonymized user. The silver sen-
tences are related to the content of the query, and
clinicians may evaluate the justifications for every
symptom decision by reviewing their labels. More-
over, in our method, false positive/negative predic-
tions can still be helpful for future inspection. For
example, for the symptom Sleep problems, the test
user reported the option 1, but our method retrieved
more silver sentences with the option 2. While the
prediction may be incorrect (golden label (1) ̸=
predicted label (2)), the risk may still be present.

6 Conclusions

We present an effective semantic pipeline to esti-
mate depression severity in individuals from their
social media data. We address this challenge as
a multi-class classification task, where we distin-
guish between depression severity levels. The pro-
posed methods base their decisions on the presence
of clinical symptoms collected by the BDI-II ques-
tionnaire. With this aim, we introduce two data se-
lection strategies to screen out candidate sentences,
both unsupervised and semi-supervised. For the lat-
ter, we also propose an annotation schema to obtain
relevant training samples. Our approaches achieve
state-of-the-art performance in two different Red-
dit benchmark collections in terms of measuring
the depression level of individuals. Additionally,
we illustrate how our semantic retrieval pipeline
provides strong interpretability of the symptom de-
cisions, highlighting the most relevant sentences
by semantic similarities.
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7 Ethical Statement

The collections used in this work are publicly avail-
able following the data usage policies. They were
collected in a manner that falls under the exempt
status outlined in Title 45 CFR §46.104. Exempt
research includes research involving the collection
or study of existing data, documents, records, or
specimens if these sources are publicly available
or if the information is recorded by the investigator
in such a manner that subjects cannot be identi-
fied. We adhered to the corresponding policies and
took measures to ensure that personal information
could not be identified from the data. The data is
available by filling a user agreement according to
the eRisk shared task policies6. In this context, all
users have an anonymous state. We paraphrased
the reproduced writings to preserve their privacy.

In terms of impact in real-world settings, there
is still work to be done to produce effective de-
pression screening tools. The development of such
technologies should be approached with caution to
ensure that their use is ethical and respects patient
privacy and autonomy. Our work aims to supple-
ment the efforts of health professionals rather than
replace them. We acknowledge the validation gap
between mental health detection models and their
clinical applicability. Our goal is to develop auto-
mated technologies that can complement current
online screening approaches. To ensure safe imple-
mentation and as future work, we collaborate with
clinicians to validate and obtain a more in-depth
analysis of the limitations of these systems.

We took several measures to ensure the objec-
tivity and reliability of our annotations, including
providing the same guidelines to all annotators and
using a majority vote system to resolve any dis-
agreements. While one of the annotators is also
an author of this study, we want to emphasize that
they were not given any preferential treatment or
guidelines that differed from the other annotators.
Moreover, the high agreement percentage among
the three annotators (as reported in our study) fur-
ther supports the reliability and objectivity of our
process. Overall, our annotation process was con-
ducted objectively and reliably and the potential for
bias was minimized to the greatest extent possible.

Despite being experts in the field, we recognize
that annotating depressive symptoms may have an
impact on annotators. We provided them with the
necessary breaks and did not subject them to any

6https://erisk.irlab.org/2021/eRisk2021.html

time constraints. Annotators did not report any
negative effects after their work. In addition, they
were not biased in scoring a higher or lower number
of positive sentences.

We recognize that the application of NLP mod-
els in real-world scenarios requires careful con-
sideration and analysis due to potential risks and
limitations. These models should not be immedi-
ately deployed as decision support systems without
further studies, including participant recruitment,
trials, and regulatory approval. To address potential
risks, we consulted with clinical experts to validate
the possible dual-use risks before conducting this
work and involved them in designing annotation
guidelines and all stages of the study. One of the
main risks associated with such systems is their per-
formance, as they may produce false positive/neg-
ative cases. However, it is important to note that
diagnostic discrepancies and their risks associated
are common in the clinical setting (Regier et al.,
2013).

Therefore, our system is intended to be used in
conjunction with health professionals to obtain a
more accurate diagnosis. The final decision must
always be supported by the validation of a health
professional. Our study highlights the potential
of NLP-based approaches in assisting clinicians
with diagnosis, but further research and testing are
needed before it can be considered for clinical de-
ployment.

8 Limitations

We recognize that the performance of our solutions
is far from ideal to be integrated directly in clinical
settings. Moreover, it lacks external validity (Er-
nala et al., 2019), as they were never tested in real
clinical scenarios. The dataset used in this study
(corresponding to the eRisk collections) has a lim-
ited size (170 users in total) and diversity, since it
only covers one social platform, Reddit. This is
partly due to the protection necessary for securing
sensitive data related to mental health (Harrigian
et al., 2020). We chose the BDI-II questionnaire
for our study because it is the only questionnaire
with an available dataset that contains both (1) user
responses on each symptom and (2) their writing
history on social media (Reddit, in this case). Other
questionnaires in clinical practice are also widely
used (CES-D, GDS, HADS, and PHQ-9). However,
we do not have a dataset containing the respon-
dents’ answers to the symptoms. As future work,
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we will work on extending this same pipeline to
other related questionnaires.

We are also aware that social media platforms
provide an imperfect representation of the popu-
lation, which is a clear limitation that must be ac-
counted for when using these approaches for public
health screening. For this reason, our methods are
likely to be modified when other data sources (i.e.,
other social platforms) are considered. Moreover,
when processing data from different clinical con-
texts (e.g., clinical records), the models may gener-
alize inadequately (Harrigian et al., 2020). Another
limitation of our work is the low performance of the
symptom evaluation compared with the question-
naire level (related to depression severity levels).
As we previously commented, we did not focus our
efforts on tuning individual symptom-classifiers but
rather to use them as a proxy to estimate depression
levels, since we do not have enough training data
for most of the symptoms. We also believe that
certain errors in these symptom estimations may
be due to a lack of awareness of the individual or
stigmas associated with the different symptoms.

Despite the gap between mental health predic-
tion models and actual clinical practice, many re-
cent studies (Zhang et al., 2022b,a; Yates et al.,
2017; Pérez et al., 2022) investigated approaches to
identifying and detecting depression using reliable
clinical markers. We can also see other studies that
adhered to clinical questionnaires to investigate
other related features such as personality detec-
tion (Yang et al., 2021). These studies seek to pro-
pose solutions that can be a proxy between health
professionals and NLP methods. Our study aims
to contribute to this area of research and advance
the development of reliable solutions for health
professionals.
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A Manual Dataset and Annotation
Process

This section describes the construction and anno-
tation schema of our manual dataset. The main
idea of this dataset is to obtain a few representa-
tive samples that indicate the presence of BDI-II
depressive symptoms. For this reason, we develop
an annotation schema based on the BDI-II ques-
tionnaire (Lasa et al., 2000) to collect a different
set of golden sentences belonging to each BDI-II
symptom. For each symptom s, and the correspond-
ing options o, where o ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, we collect a
different set of golden sentences, denoted as Gs

o.
To annotate the golden sentences, we used as

data source the training users from the eRisk2019
collection of depression severity (Losada et al.,
2019). However, the large size of the eRisk col-
lection requires an exhaustive filter for reasonable
annotation efforts. For this purpose, we leveraged
the data selection strategy of using the option de-
scriptions as queries (§3.2). In particular, we ap-
plied the semantic retrieval variant (SBERT). Us-
ing this strategy, we selected candidate sentences
for annotating each BDI-II symptom. We have
considered this strategy following a recent study
that has shown great results in identifying diverse
expressions of symptoms for candidate retrieval
annotation (Zhang et al., 2022b). Previous stud-
ies on symptom annotation (Zhang et al., 2022b)
demonstrated a high variance in the distribution of
each symptom. For some of them, it is much easier
to find representative sentences than for others. To
keep the number of annotations per symptom stable,
we fixed a similarity threshold of 0.6 to filter out
sentences. However, this similarity threshold still
produced too many candidate sentences for some
symptoms. For this reason, we further restricted
the annotator’s work to the first 750 sentences in
the symptoms with too many candidates.

More specifically, 17.15% of the candidate sen-
tences have been labelled positive following the
semantic retrieval strategy from the total of 5004
candidates. From the same labelled sentences, us-
ing keyword matching with BM25 reduced this

percentage to 4%. With a random retrieval strat-
egy, it dropped to 0.01% due to the small number
of relevant sentences compared to the size of the
entire pool. These findings align with previous
research indicating that pattern matching is not ef-
fective in retrieving diverse sentences relevant to
depressive symptoms (Mowery et al., 2017). In-
stead, a semantic similarity-based strategy is better
suited to retrieve representative sentences without
relying on specific keywords covered in the clinical
questionnaires.

Following the above candidate annotation
schema, we constructed a small dataset for all the
BDI-II symptoms. The annotation task was carried
out by two psychologists and two PhD students
with knowledge in the field. Before the annotation
process, we removed all supplementary metadata
to avoid bias in the annotators, such as the sever-
ity option label (0− 3) of the user who wrote the
sentence. We followed the same annotation proce-
dure as Karisani and Agichtein (2018) to validate
the annotation outcomes. This procedure consisted
of two phases: 1) First, an initial annotator an-
swered the following question in a binary setting
(Positive/Negative): Does the sentence refer to the
symptom, and the user talks about himself/herself
(first person)?. This first annotator labelled a total
of 738 positive sentences from the candidate sen-
tences. We considered all the sentences annotated
as positive for each symptom to obtain our final
labels corresponding to the option levels (0 − 3).
Subsequently, we label these positive sentences
with the severity option reported by the user who
wrote them. Therefore, for each option o and symp-
tom s, we obtained a different set of golden labels,
Gs

o, where the sentences come from the eRisk users
that answered the BDI-II symptoms.

2) Once we had the previous initial annotated
sentences, the rest of the annotators validated them.
For this purpose, they were provided with a subset
containing a random sample of the 20% of the sen-
tences of each symptom for re-annotation. Since
in our pilot experiments, we found much more
disagreement with positive labels, the 20% ran-
dom sample only contained positive ones. The re-
annotation process obtained an 82.44% among the
three annotators, which is an acceptable number
considering the sensitivity of this topic (Copper-
smith et al., 2018).

Table 9 and 10 show the main statistics of our
manual dataset. Visualizing these tables, we can ex-
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tract several findings. We note that, for all the symp-
toms, the number of sentences associated with the
option 0 is very low. In some symptoms, even none
of the sentences corresponded to option 0. This
suggests retrieving sentences representing positive
feelings towards the symptom is more complicated.
We attribute this fact to two main reasons, (i) the
descriptions of BDI-II options 0 are not entirely ap-
propriate for the candidate retrieval process (most
of them are just negations of a negative feeling),
and (ii) users are not as likely to talk about positive
as they do with negative feelings. To address this,
for the symptoms that lacked sentences with option
0, we manually included between 1 and 3 sentences
that provide a positive description of the symptom
and labelled them with option 0.

Finally, the statistics also show that, despite our
efforts, there is a clear imbalance in the number
of sentences for each symptom and their options.
Further details on the dataset will be described with
its public release. The dataset will be made avail-
able under a research data agreement in accordance
with eRisk policies.

B Detailed Experimental Settings

We experimented with different hyperparameters
to validate the results from our two main compo-
nents: the semantic retrieval pipeline (§3.1) and
the sentence selection process (§3.2). As we do
not have a validation set, we performed leave-one-
out cross-validation using the training set available
to calculate the optimal values of all hyperparam-
eters. The metric maximized was DCHR. When
evaluating our methods in eRisk2020, the training
set was the eRisk2019 dataset. When using as test
collection the eRisk2021 dataset, the training set
was the eRisk2019 and 2020 collections. Table
11 presents the hyperparameters and the optimal
values for each method used in our experiments 7.

Semantic retrieval pipeline (§3.1). In the se-
mantic pipeline, we experimented with two hyper-
parameters:
1) The value k of the number of test queries.

We explored with selecting a different number
of top k values of the user test queries, Qs =
{qs1, ..., qsk}. To select these test queries, we used
the data selection strategies of using the option

7We want to note that the tuning of hyperparameters in our method
did not result in significant changes to its performance. We thoroughly
analysed the impact of hyperparameters on our results and found that
the changes were not significant enough to include another section int
he article.

descriptions as queries (§3.2). Using BM25, the
k values explored were: [5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40].
We also experimented with the same k values using
the semantic variant. However, we did not include
those results in the paper as they could not improve
the use of BM25.
2) The semantic threshold to select the cut-

off of the rankings, Rs
i . We experimented

with different semantic thresholds to select the
cut-off of the ranking of silver sentences, Rs

i .
This semantic threshold, calculated as the co-
sine similarity, was explored with the next values:
[0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65]. The higher the co-
sine similarity, the lower the number of silver sen-
tences retrieved by the semantic ranking obtained
by the test queries.

Silver sentences selection (§3.2). Additionally,
we also experimented with a filtering hyperparame-
ter for creating more or less restrictive filters when
generating the silver dataset, denoted as selection
threshold. Depending on the selection strategy
(BM25, SBERT or Aug Dataset), we used the next
sentence selection hyperparameters:
3) The number of silver sentences to generate

the silver dataset, Ags. Using BM25, we explored
with two different top k values, k ∈ {50, 100} for
retrieving the sentences of each training user. In the
case of semantic retrieval (SBERT), we explored
with the same semantic similarity thresholds as in
the semantic ranking: [0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65].
Higher cosine similarity implies more restrictions,
so the number of silver sentences generated will be
lower. Finally, the semantic threshold values ex-
plored with the augmented dataset were the same.

With respect to the sentence transformers models
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), we experimented
with different pre-trained models: msmarco-
bert-base-dot-v58, msmarco-distilbert-cos-v59, all-
roberta-large-v110 and stsb-roberta-large11 via the
huggingface transformers library. All these mod-
els were fine-tuned on diverse semantic similarity
datasets. In pilot experiments, the best results were
obtained with the model all-roberta-large-v1. Thus,
all our reported results correspond to the use of that
model.

8https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/

msmarco-bert-base-dot-v5
9https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/

msmarco-distilbert-cos-v5
10https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/

all-roberta-large-v1
11https://huggingface.co/cross-encoder/

stsb-roberta-large
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Option 3 0 44 45 0 23 1 6 5 0 3

Total Labels 108 59 56 104 32 18 59 10 47 45

Table 9: Annotations statistics of the first ten BDI-II symptoms.
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Option 0 2 1 3 1 4 1 2 1 2 3 2
Option 1 7 12 2 1 3 1 26 3 4 15 4
Option 2 4 4 6 3 7 3 4 1 10 4 1
Option 3 13 7 3 19 0 4 0 2 1 3 1

Total Labels 26 24 14 24 14 9 32 7 17 25 8

Table 10: Annotations statistics of the last eleven BDI-II symptoms.

Test Set Method Number k of User Test Queries Semantic Ranking Threshold Sentence Selection Threshold

eRisk 2020

Accum Voting - BM25 25 0.55 Top k = 100
Accum Recall - BM25 25 0.60 Top k = 100

Accum Voting - SBERT 25 0.50 0.45
Accum Recall - SBERT 25 0.50 0.35

Accum Voting - Aug Dataset 40 0.55 0.50
Accum Recall - Aug Dataset 35 0.55 0.50

eRisk 2021

Accum Voting - BM25 25 0.55 Top k = 100
Accum Recall - BM25 25 0.55 Top k = 100

Accum Voting - SBERT 25 0.50 0.50
Accum Recall - SBERT 30 0.55 0.40

Accum Voting - Aug Dataset 25 0.55 0.50
Accum Recall - Aug Dataset 25 0.55 0.50

Table 11: Best hyperparameter values for all the variants considered in our methods. These values were obtained by
performing leave-one-out cross-validation in the training set by maximizing the DCHR metric.
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